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Abstract
This thesis will perform a conceptual analysis of legitimacy and conclude that legitimacy is an essentially
contested concept. While most literature pertaining to legitimacy assumes specific conceptions of
legitimacy, this discussion performs a conceptual analysis of normative (as opposed to descriptive)
legitimacy. I will investigate what is the content of legitimacy as a concept detached from its individual
conceptions is, explore the nature of this concept (substantive or procedural?; claim right, liberty or moral
power?), illustrate its relationship with neighbouring concepts such as authority, and conclude that it is an
essentially contested concept, i.e. that there can be equally reasonable, evidenced and well-argued
conceptions of this concept, without an independent argument solving the dispute between the competing
conceptions. To properly understand the concept of legitimacy, it must be conceptualised under a
trichotomy. At the top tier of the pyramid (Tier 1) lies legitimacy in its most abstract from (legitimacy in
abstracto), which is a vague standard of properness. At the next level of the pyramid (Tier 2), legitimacy
becomes more specific and relevant to legal material,) because here it is attached to the four object types
of legal form (what can be legitimate or illegitimate?), namely individual law, action, actor, and legal
order. Analysis of the concept of legitimacy at Tier 2, concludes the truth value of the claims that
normative legitimacy is incompatible with nihilism, that, following Applbaum, although it is conceptually
possible to understand normative legitimacy as entirely procedural, it is best understood as at least partly
substantive and, again relying on Applbaum, that legitimacy is neither a claim right nor liberty right as so
far understood in the literature, but moral power. Then, the thesis will illustrate what essentially contested
concepts are and proceed to its main claim, i.e. that legitimacy is an essentially contested concept. Finally,
proceeding to Tier 3, (normative conceptions), I analyse a conception of legitimacy of international law,
justice in the sense of protecting human rights, to manifest the nature of legitimacy as an essentially
contested concept.
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